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OVERVIEW

Stunning historic property in an exclusive protected area
of the Costa Brava consisting of a 14th century lookout
tower and renovated 16th century farmhouse with a
beautiful pool and outdoor dining porch set in manicured
gardens, surrounded by fields.
This estate, composed of a stunning 14th century lookout tower and adjacent 16th
century farmhouse, is located in a beautiful countryside setting just 2 km from the
beach and the nearest picturesque villages of the Baix Empordà. The property is next
to a natural park with over 1,000 Ha of forests, fields and coastline with breathtaking
far-reaching views. It is possible to cycle or walk to the nearest beaches along
pedestrian lanes.

lucasfox.com/go/cbr8539
Garden, Swimming pool, Terrace, Lift,
Period Building, Period features, Parking,
Alarm, Barbecue, Fireplace, Heating, Views,
Walk-in wardrobe

The main house offers the living, dining and kitchen areas on the ground floor along
with a pantry, study, bathroom and the garage. An impressive 70 m² master bedroom
with a large bathroom, walk-in wardrobe and a private terrace is located on the first
floor, along with a second en-suite bedroom and a sitting room which can be
converted for use as an additional bedroom if required. The third bedroom and
bathroom are located in the tower with lift access.
The entire house was completely restored in 2003 to a high standard with solid oak
beams and doors, hand-forged ironwork, carved stonework and travertine marble
bathrooms. The house also enjoys all modern conveniences with central heating
throughout, double glazed windows and an automatic irrigation system in the garden.
Adjacent to the main house we find a 60 m² self-contained apartment with capacity
for 2-4 people.
Outside there is a stunning 5 x 15 metre swimming pool with a large 70 m² porch for
outdoor cooking and dining. The area surrounding the house is a carefully planted
garden with manicured lawns, olive trees, a variety of flora and exterior lighting
throughout. The property also has 3ha of flat cultivated fields which is ideal for
horses and a private well that provides plenty of water for the main house, pool,
gardens and fields and there are solar panels to heat the water.
The entire property is enclosed with high quality stone and metal fencing, automatic
gates and an alarm system.
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This outstanding historical estate is ideal as a first or second residence for anyone
who wants to enjoy complete peace and privacy with quick easy access to the most
exclusive villages and beaches of the Costa Brava.

Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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